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The D&K EXP 42" Plus Laminator is a heavy duty, 
industrial strength wide format laminating machine. 
It features variable speed, heated rollers, a release
liner rewind, with a stand. It is designed for multi-
purposelaminating and is ideal for wide format digital 
output. The EXP 42" Plus Laminator is a perfect �t for all 
of your print �nishing needs, and much more.

EXP 42 Plus Wide Format Laminator

Laminators

FEATURES
EXP42 plus is a mounter, laminator, & encapsulator
Fast set up and easy operation
Roller lift for easy �lm loading
Optional in-line slitter for trimming during lamination
Variable roller pressure
Heavy duty stand with castors make unit easy to move around the shop and 
o�ers the ideal height for operator comfort.
Accepts low-melt, thermal and pressure sensitive �lms 
Accommodates substrates up to 1/2" thick and rolls up to 8" diameter.
Ready and wait lights indicate when laminator has reached preset temperatures.
Independent upper and lower electronic temperature controls with LED display.
Spring loaded adjustable pressure on laminating and pull rollers for smooth and even lamination.
Optional footswitch allows hands free operation for guiding materials during lamination.
Auto-grip shafts for easy loading of �lm.
Designed for mounting and laminating low temp, thermal and pressure sensitive �lms.
Heated Rollers for a variety of �lms and scratch free graphics.
Heavy-duty forward / reverse variable speed motor.
Sturdy feed-back table with adjustable feed guide  
Heavy-duty top grade silicone rubber rollers
Heavy duty chain and sprocket drive
Four high capacity forced air cooling fans.
Made in the USA

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Foot Switch
Release Liner Take-up for PSA �lm
Slitter Kit

1/2”

0  to 10 feet/min
3”
230V 60Hz 30 A 1Pz

57” W x 19-1/4” H x 27-1/2” D (with feed tray, without stand)
205 lbs.

420 lbs. / 72” x 40” x 38”

SPECIFICATIONS
Working Width:
Maximum Aperture:

Maximum Speed:
Roller Diameter:
Power:

Size:
Weight:

Shipping Weight / Size:

41”


